Rebel Thakur, loyal Kharje make last minute pitches on eve of party presidential poll

PM dedicates 75 Digital Banking Units to 75 districts of India

STAFF REPORTER IN NEW DELHI

In a first, the State Bank of India has opened a new branch in each of the 75 districts of the country, as part of its effort to expand its reach and provide banking services to all parts of the country. The initiative aims to ensure that every district has access to banking services, including cash dispensers and ATMs.

The opening ceremony was held today by the Prime Minister, who praised the efforts of the State Bank of India and the government of India in ensuring that all districts have access to banking services. He said that this initiative is part of the government's efforts to make banking services more accessible to all Indians.

The Prime Minister also said that the opening of new branches is a part of the government's efforts to promote financial inclusion and provide banking services to all parts of the country. He said that the government is committed to ensuring that every Indian has access to banking services, and that this initiative is a step in that direction.

The State Bank of India has been working to expand its reach and provide banking services to all parts of the country. In recent years, the bank has opened new branches in remote areas, including in the northeast and the north-eastern states, to provide banking services to all parts of the country.

With the opening of new branches in each of the 75 districts, the State Bank of India now has a presence in all parts of the country, and is committed to ensuring that every Indian has access to banking services.

Centre’s bid to impose Hindi division: Stalins tells Modi
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PM Shri Narendra Modi has today dedicated 75 digital banking units to 75 districts of India, as part of the Modi government’s mission to bring banking services to all parts of the country.

The Prime Minister has handed over the keys of these branches to the respective district administrators, at a function held at the National Stadium in New Delhi, in the presence of several dignitaries.

Addressing the gathering, the Prime Minister said that the opening of these branches is a step forward in the government’s efforts to bring banking services to all parts of the country. He said that these branches will help in financial inclusion and will provide access to banking services to the rural population, who form a significant part of the country’s population.

The Prime Minister also said that these branches will help in promoting financial literacy and will encourage people to save and invest money. He said that the government is committed to making banking services accessible to all citizens of the country.
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The Special Investigation Team (SIT) of Uttarakhand police probing the Ankit Bhardwaj murder case on Tuesday stated that the crime was perpetuated in a systematic and planned manner. The SIT, which has been investigating the case for the past three months, has detained two people in connection with the crime.

The SIT has证据 that the accused have a history of committing similar crimes in the past. The team has also found that the accused have been targeting弱势群体, such as women and children.

The SIT has also obtained evidence that the accused have been using the crime to extort money from the victims' families.

The police are currently conducting a detailed investigation to identify possible accomplices and link them to the crime.

UPWWA to organise State level Deepawali fair in Police Line

The UPWWA (Uttarakhand Pradesh Workers Welfare Association) will be organise a State level Deepawali fair in Police Line, Dehradun. The fair will be held from November 1st to 3rd.

The fair will feature a variety of stalls selling goods such as sweets, candles, and lamps. Food stalls will also be present to cater to the visitors.

The fair is expected to attract a large crowd of people and will provide a platform for local traders to showcase their products.

SIT expected to conclude Ankit Bhardwaj murder probe soon

The Special Investigation Team (SIT) of Uttarakhand police probing the Ankit Bhardwaj murder case is expected to conclude the probe soon. Sources have indicated that the team is making rapid progress in the investigation and is likely to submit a report in the next few days.

The SIT has evidence that the accused have already confessed to the crime and have provided detailed information regarding their involvement.

Doon police resorts to chemical attack on woman

The Doon police have resorted to using a chemical attack on a woman in a bid to get her to sign an agreement. The woman, who is a victim of sexual harassment, was targeted by the police in a bid to stop her from registering a complaint.

The woman had previously lodged a complaint with the police against the accused, but the police have been trying to dissuade her from taking legal action.

Party & organisation members detained for violating section 144

The police have detained members of various political parties and organisations for violating section 144 of the Criminal Procedure Code (CrPC). The section prohibits assembly of more than 10 people in any public place.

The police have arrested several leaders and members of political parties, including the Congress, the Bahujan Samaj Party, and the Bharatiya Janata Party. The police have also registered cases under section 353 and 354 of the IPC against the accused.

A Unique Feature of This Newspaper...

The Pioneer, Dehradun is the most trusted newspaper in the city, with a readership of over 200,000. The newspaper covers all the latest news and events in the city, providing readers with comprehensive coverage of local politics, culture, and society.

The Pioneer is known for its reliable and unbiased reporting, with a focus on local news and issues. The newspaper is owned by the Aditya Birla Group and is published by the Pioneer Publishing House, Dehradun.

In addition to its print version, The Pioneer also has a strong online presence, with a website and a mobile app that provides readers with access to the latest news and articles at any time.

The Pioneer is a trusted source of information for residents of Dehradun and the surrounding areas, providing readers with the latest news and events in the city.

Birla Vidya Mandir celebrates 75th festival

The Birla Vidya Mandir celebrated its 75th festival on November 1st. The festival was attended by the chief minister of Uttarakhand, Pushkar Singh Dhami, and other important personalities from the state.

The festival was held at the Birla Vidya Mandir campus, where various cultural performances and activities were organized to mark the event.

Various cultural performances were held at the occasion. Apart from the performances, the festival also included exhibitions of students' artwork and a stalls serving traditional and modern snacks.
The Union Education minister Dharmendra Pradhan and chief minister Kunwar Lal Singh Elham launched the implementation of the National Education Policy (NEP) 2020 in higher education, in the presence of the Vidhan Sabha in Dehradun on Monday.

Pradhan congratulated Uttarakhand for being the first state to implement NEP 2020 earlier in the Yojana for primary education launched for higher education.

He said, "Under the NEP 2020 children are being con- nected to formal education from the age of three years. After learning the alphabet for the first time, they will also have a fair idea of numbers. They will be taught the alphabet even in class I aged six years. For bet- ter and quality education to children from adolescence to this age of 21-23 years, Uttarakhand will have to move forward with a change of 10 lakh teachers. The State government has created 10 lakh educational facilities for 10 lakh students in school education, higher edu- cation, technical education, medical undergraduate and other spheres. At a time when the nation is moving towards becoming digital India, the higher education policy is being made in Uttarakhand to move a big step towards achieving this goal." Singh said that the National Education Department has taken effective steps to imple- ment the NEP 2020 on the importance of the working itself, the school education and the choice generation, the aim is to make more rail- way.

Education minister Dharmendra Pradhan visited the School Education and Higher Education departments for implementation of National Education Policy 2020 in the State. He said that all initiatives have been started in higher education institutions in the current session under NEP. He said that the need for “data” on research, innovation and entrepreneurship with advanced control like robots is also being added with it. Later, Prof. Chaudhary chaired a meeting in the School of Education, Higher Education and Skill Development depart- ments. He said that for effective implementation of NEP and further improving the edu- cation system, the District Education and Training (DET) units will have to focus on NISU (National Institute for Prophecy in Reading, Understanding and Numeracy) Brains.” Singh added.

The CM said that Uttarakhand is aiming to become a model State with every department having its own director to prepare roadmap for the next three years and the State will have to ensure to procure the most effective and nation-wide approach to development. The project was launched in Pratapgarh for the first time.

Bajaj Singh, a student of the Barakhari School in Dehradun, thanked the CM and said that the Central and State government has done a historic work of strengthening the identity which was damaged in the 1971 war and is preserving their grandeur.

Addressing party workers at a meeting on media and social media workers in the presence of BJP state president Manveer Singh Chauhan, Singh also expressed satisfaction at the work of the party’s media team in the State.

Earlier, welcoming the party, district party president said that the party workers would benefit from the training of the central body of BJP and its various wings. The district party president also informed about the work undertaken by the party’s media and social media workers in the State and the party workers, which has already been doing a commendable job.

CM gives strict orders, DGP issues ultimatum for solving three major cases. SPS will be devised to have failed in controlling crime if police fail to meet deadline: DG Singh Chauhan informed about the work undertaken by the party’s media and social media workers in the State and the party workers, which has already been doing a commendable job.
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Pioneer News Service in New Delhi

The CRPF has sought a "peaceful co-existence" of ceasefire violations in the region. Speaking at an event in Jammu on August 25, following the killing of 14 CRPF personnel by Pakistan-backed militants, the Maj General said the CRPF had to act in self-defense. "We have a duty to protect our soldiers and civilians," he said.

The official also said that the CRPF had to act in self-defense, adding that a peaceful co-existence of ceasefire violations was not possible. "We cannot allow our soldiers to be killed or injured," he said.

The action plan should be announced within the next five years, the General said.
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Gujarat wants ‘new engine’ Govt not ‘double engine’ one, says Kejriwal

PTI NEW DELHI

The Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) on Sunday released its first list of 188 candidates for the upcoming Gujarat Assembly polls. With the new list, the AAP has announced 55 candidates for the upcoming polls, with the rest of the candidates to be announced in the next two days.

The AAP has fielded candidates in 188 seats out of 182, with the remaining four seats to be contested by the party-backed candidates. The party has also given a ticket to former union minister and current AAP leader Chaudhary Birender Singh from the Surat city seat.

Kejriwal said, “We have announced the first list of candidates for the Gujarat Assembly elections. The AAP has decided to contest all 182 seats in the state. We have a strong team of candidates who are committed to representing the people of Gujarat.

The list includes candidates from different parts of the state, including urban and rural areas. The party has also given tickets to women candidates, including a former police officer and a social activist.

The AAP has also promised to create jobs, provide education, and improve healthcare in the state.

Meanwhile, the Bhartiya Janata Party (BJP), which is leading the state government, has not yet released its list of candidates. The BJP has fielded candidates in 122 seats so far.

In the last Assembly elections, the BJP won 93 seats, the Congress 29, the Janata Dal (Secular) 12, and the AAP 2 seats. The other seats went to various smaller parties and independents.

The elections are scheduled to be held on December 14 and 15, with the results to be announced on December 16.

9 die in vehicle pile-up in Karnataka, CM apologizes

CM Basavaraj Patil has expressed his condolences to the families of the deceased and ordered an inquiry into the accident. He also directed the district administration to provide all possible assistance to the affected families.

The incident occurred on the Chikballapur-Mysuru highway when a truck lost control and hit a car, causing it to collide with several other vehicles on the road. The accident resulted in the deaths of nine people and injuries to several others.

“I have ordered an inquiry into the accident and directed the district administration to provide all possible assistance to the affected families,” Patil said.

The CM also spoke to the families of the deceased and expressed his condolences to them.

The incident is a reminder of the importance of road safety and the need for strict enforcement of traffic rules. The government has initiated various measures to improve road safety, including the construction of new roads, the improvement of existing roads, and the installation of traffic signals and signboards.

Maha: Blow to BJP as Congress sweeps Panchayati Samiti polls in Nagpur

Congress is currently the ruling party in Nagpur district, having won a majority of seats in the previous elections. The BJP, on the other hand, was expecting a similar performance.

However, the results of the recent elections were a setback for the BJP, as the Congress party emerged as the biggest winner. The party won 13 out of 15 seats, compared to the 2 seats won by the BJP.

The results were a blow to the BJP, which had been hoping to increase its strength in the Nagpur district. The Congress party, on the other hand, celebrated its victory as a sign of the people's support for its policies and programs.

The results are a reminder of the impact of local issues and the importance of strong leadership in electoral politics. The Congress party, under the leadership of its district president, has been working tirelessly to address the concerns of the people and promote development in the area.

Similarly, the BJP, under the leadership of its district president, has also been working hard to promote its policies and programs. However, the results indicate that the people have chosen to support the Congress party in this election.

Traders protest against opening of religious retail store in Jammu

Traders in Jammu have been protesting against the opening of a religious retail store owned by a Hindu group. The traders have been protesting for several days, demanding the closure of the store.

The traders have been protesting against the store, which they claim is selling religious items such as idols and books. They claim that the store is being run by a Hindu group, who have the support of the government.

The traders have also claimed that the store is being used as a means to promote Hinduism in the area, which they see as a violation of their rights as Muslims.

The traders have been demanding the closure of the store and the removal of the Hindu group from the area. They have also been demanding the withdrawal of the government's support for the store.

The government has been defending its decision to allow the store to open, claiming that it is a matter of freedom of worship and that the government has the right to support any religious group.

The government has also been defending its decision to allow the store to open, claiming that it is a matter of freedom of worship and that the government has the right to support any religious group.
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In the hall of shame

Of the 121 countries on the Global Hunger Index, India is now ranked below its neighbors at 107th position out of 121 countries. This is a poor ranking for a country that is home to one of the world's largest human populations. It is important to address the issue of hunger and malnutrition in India to ensure that all citizens have access to adequate food and resources. The government and civil society must collaborate to find sustainable solutions to this pressing problem.

Amithab Bachchan stands tall

Amithab Bachchan is a well-known Indian actor who has made a significant impact on the entertainment industry. He is known for his acting skills, charitable work, and influence on fashion. His contributions to the field of entertainment have earned him widespread recognition and respect. Bachchan's dedication to his craft and his commitment to social causes have made him a respected figure in the industry.

UNnecessary CONTROVERSY OVER THE TASTE OF A NAUTI.

Taste is only relevant if it is the only criterion for judging a product's quality. However, when it comes to food, taste is just one of many factors that contribute to its overall acceptability. The importance of taste depends on cultural and individual preferences. It is important to recognize that food is a product of its environment and is influenced by various factors such as climate, soil, and water quality. Therefore, it is crucial to consider these factors when evaluating the taste of a product.

P S Indian women will not have access to abortion and contraception. This decision has sparked a significant debate and has raised concerns about women's rights and reproductive health. The government should consider the viewpoints of stakeholders and ensure that all citizens have access to information and resources related to reproductive health and rights.

Letter to the Editors

Dear Editor,

I was recently reading an article about the state of women's rights in Afghanistan, and I was struck by the parallels between the current situation and that of India. In both countries, women face significant challenges and are denied their basic human rights. It is important to support and empower women in these nations to ensure their well-being and freedom.

Sincerely,
[Signature]
T he 12th installment of the income support scheme, PM-KISAN, has been approved by the Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA). The scheme is expected to go before the Cabinet before the end of the financial year. The scheme, which was announced by the Finance Minister in May 2018, is expected to extend benefits to 800 million farmers. The scheme aims to provide a benefit transfer (DBT) mechanism to all farmers who own land and are engaged in agriculture, with the goal of reducing poverty and improving living standards.

The scheme is expected to be implemented in phases, with the first phase expected to benefit about 50 million farmers. The government estimates that the scheme will cost Rs. 6,000 crore per year, which will be financed through a combination of central and state government funds.

The scheme is expected to have a significant impact on rural areas, particularly in terms of poverty reduction and improved living standards. It is expected to benefit around 50 million farmers, who will receive a monthly transfer of Rs. 6,000 crore.

In the long run, the scheme is expected to have a positive impact on the economy, including by reducing poverty and improving living standards. It is expected to benefit around 50 million farmers, who will receive a monthly transfer of Rs. 6,000 crore.

The scheme is expected to be implemented in phases, with the first phase expected to benefit about 50 million farmers. The government estimates that the scheme will cost Rs. 6,000 crore per year, which will be financed through a combination of central and state government funds.
The Russian Defence Ministry said two men from a former Soviet republic fired on volunteer soldiers during target practice at a Russian military firing range in Ukraine, killing 11 and wounding 15. The ministry accused Ukraine of numerous violations of the laws on equipment being supplied to military units in France, rotating “massive, forced deportations” of Russian families, in a potential violation of international humanitarian law.

Russia has accused Ukraine of numerous violations of the laws on equipment being supplied to military units in France, rotating “massive, forced deportations” of Russian families, in a potential violation of international humanitarian law. The strikes came a day after the Ukrainian Defence Minister said three cars parked in Donetsk were seriously damaged by strikes, as well as an expanded training program for Ukrainian soldiers, in an attempt to push Russia to a war footing. The strikes come after Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and are likely to further escalate tensions between the two countries.
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In the earlier incident, 18 people were killed and 52 wounded when Russian troops tried to steal a local beer bar in the city of Alchevsk, amid tensions over the ongoing war in Ukraine. The Ukrainian government has accused Russia of using civilians as human shields during the conflict.
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Ten Iranian prison blazes killed 4 inmates: AP

Singers, actors, sports stars and many other public figures have been among those who have stood up for the mass anti-government protests, which were sparked by the death of a young woman in a government protest triggered by the sudden loss of her job and the news that her passport had been confiscated.

Among the most notable cases is that of singer Sheryar Hayatpour, whose song ‘Yaseen’ has become an anthem for the protest movement, which has been ongoing since the death of 27-year-old Mahsa Amini. She was arrested for not wearing the Islamic hijab in Tehran and faced charges of national security and terrorism.

The government has not commented on the deaths of the prisoners, but has denied reports of widespread abuses. The move to hold rallies in the capital and across the country, as well as the strict measures taken by the authorities, have been condemned by human rights groups.

Despite the crackdown, the protests continue to grow, with people in various cities taking to the streets to demand the release of those arrested and an end to the violence.
Policy needed to ensure airlines maintain $350 cr as cash reserves: CAPCO

Coal is going to be back again as gas becoming unaffordable: FM

India has potential to attract $475 bn through FDI in 5 yrs: CII-EY report

Fuel sales soar on festive season demand

Indian Govt keeping watch on increasing trade deficit: Sitharaman

IT cos headed for lower attrition in coming quarters: Analysts

WBSEDCL invites bids to install 205 EV charging battery swapping stations in PPP

Industry calls for directed strategy for hospital, tourism

Salary in certain sectors may reach pre-pandemic level by fiscal-end: TeamLease HRTech CEO

Gov considering proposals to extend $350 cr in cash reserves to more sectors

India has optimism with potential to attract FDI in sectors such as banking, insurance: CII-EY report

India’s informal sector fastest to recover in economic activities, Sitharaman says
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Neymar faces fraud trial for bunch transfer from Santos

Fears since Neymar was sent to Paris and his club threatened to sue him have been confirmed, as the former Brazil forward charged with fraud.

On Wednesday, the father of Neymar, who is currently in jail on fraud charges, had his home searched by police in connection with alleged tax evasion.

The search was carried out by French authorities as part of an investigation into alleged tax fraud and money laundering.

The probe includes allegations that Neymar's family funneled money to offshore accounts and that the forward failed to report income from his career earnings.

The investigation is ongoing and Neymar's father, who is in jail, could face further charges if the investigation turns up evidence of tax evasion.

The case is just one of several legal battles Neymar has faced since he moved to Paris in 2017. Neymar and his family have been embroiled in a number of disputes over the years, including a previous tax fraud investigation in Brazil.

The forward's family has denied any wrongdoing and has said they will fight the charges in court.

Inter beat Salernitana to continue revival

Inter Milan have continued their revival with an impressive 2-0 victory over Salernitana on Sunday.

The victory helped Inter to secure a fourth successive win, which has boosted their hopes of finishing in the top four and securing Champions League qualification.

Benzema expected to win Ballon d'Or

Karim Benzema is expected to win the Ballon d’Or on Monday, while his teammate Kylian Mbappe is also set to win the award.

The Frenchman would become the first player to win the individual prize three times, while Mbappe would win his second straight Ballon d’Or.

If confirmed, it would be a stunning turnaround for the French duo, who were both out of the country for much of the season due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Benzema’s performances for Real Madrid this season have been outstanding, scoring 31 goals in 35 appearances to help the Spanish giants win La Liga and make it to the Champions League final.

Mbappe, who trains with Paris Saint-Germain, has also been in sensational form for his club, with 31 goals in 37 appearances so far this season.

Both players will be hoping to lift the gong in front of a packed audience at the Palais de Tokyo, Paris, on Monday afternoon.
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DUBIE’S ALL-ROUND SHOW TAKES MUMBAI CLOSEST TO KO

Yash Dhull powers Delhi to 7-wicket victory over Puducherry